
Allerdale Borough Council

Executive – 11 July 2018

Rugby League World Cup 2021 and consideration of future sporting facilities 
in Workington

The Reason for the Decision To confirm the Council’s position with 
regards to bidding to become a match 
host, team camp and training venue for 
the Rugby League World Cup 2021 and 
for members to note work being 
undertaken to develop proposals for a 
new shared stadium in Workington.

Summary of options considered To submit a bid for the Rugby League 
World Cup in 2021 to be a match host, 
team camp and training venue for the 
Rugby League World Cup 2021.

To submit a bid to host a game only.
 
Not to submit a bid for the Rugby League 
World Cup to host a game, team camp or 
training venue.

Recommendations That the following be agreed:

1. The Council submits a bid to the 
Rugby League World Cup 2021 to 
become a match host, team camp 
and training venue.

2. That a sum of £80,000 in total is 
allocated from the Social 
Infrastructure Investment 
Programme in 2019/20 and 
2020/21 (£40,000 in each year) to 
support the bid subject to 
Sellafield’s approval and funding 
being available.

3. That Members note the work 
being undertaken to develop 
proposals for a new shared 
stadium in Workington 

Financial /  Resource Implications £80,000 to support the bid from the SIIF



There will be a number of other 
additional implications in relation to full 
hosting costs. These could include 
additional staff time requirements in 
finalising agreements with the Rugby 
League, developing associated activity 
should the bid be successful and  
additional items such as stadium hire. 
This is likely to take the full cost of 
hosting the event to approximately 
£250,000 but this will need to be fully 
developed at the candidate stage and 
before the hosting agreement is signed.

There will be significant financial 
implications involved in both constructing 
and operating a new stadium.

Future reports will include financial 
analysis of any shortlisted options and 
high level indications of potential costs, 
income and financial impact, together will 
related risks.

Project development work in relation to 
proposals for a new shared stadium is to 
be funded from the strategic priorities 
budget.

Legal / Governance Implications The Council would be subject to a Host 
City agreement if the bid was successful.

Community Safety Implications There may be some community safety 
implications from the hosting of a major 
sporting event in Workington but these 
would be further considered in the build 
up to the competition with relevant 
partners.

Health and Safety and Risk 
Management Implications

There are risks associated with entering 
into a host city agreement with the Rugby 
League but these will need to be 
considered once any bid is successful

Equality Duty considered / Impact 
Assessment completed

An equality impact assessment has been 
undertaken. This project will have a 
neutral equality impact. 

Wards Affected All 



The contribution this decision would 
make to the Council’s priorities

The hosting of a World Cup Game would 
support the Council’s priorities to 

 Enhance our Towns – particularly 
relating to the creating vibrant and 
thriving towns theme

 Strengthening our Economy – 
particularly the encouraging 
tourism theme

 Improving Health and Well Being 
– particularly the promoting health 
and well being theme

Is this a Key Decision Yes

Portfolio Holder Cllr Alan Smith, Cllr Mark Fryer

Lead Officer Nik Hardy, Head of Strategy, Policy and 
Performance

Kevin Kerrigan, Head of Place 
Development

Report Implications

Community Safety N Financial Y
Legal Y Partnership N
Social Inclusion N Asset Management N
Equality Duty N Health and Safety N
Employment (internal) N Employment 

(external to the Council)
N

Background Papers

None

1.0 Introduction

1.1 In January 2018, the Rugby Football League (RLF) announced that the 
Rugby League World Cup (RLWC2021) would return to England in 2021 with 
the ambition of being the biggest and best ever Rugby League World Cup.

1.2 Derwent Park, the home of Workington Town Rugby League Club, hosted a 
number of games in the 2013 World Cup and more recently hosted a Four 
Nations Game in 2016 when New Zealand played Scotland. These games 
drew significant crowds and had a significant socio-economic impact.



1.3 In March 2018 it was announced that Workington Town Rugby League Club 
Workington Reds AFC had approached the Council to consider the 
development of a shared stadium.  Following this announcement officers are 
working with representatives of the two clubs to develop proposals for the 
development of a new stadium, including a business case, for further 
consideration and approval by the Council and the sporting clubs. Although 
not the primary driver for the development of a new stadium this would 
undoubtedly provide an excellent platform from which to launch a bid for the 
World Cup to return to Allerdale in 2021. 

2.0   The World Cup 2021

2.1   The RFL announced in January 2018, that the RLWC would return to England 
in 2021. The competition is held every four years and generally rotates 
between the northern and southern hemispheres. The last time the competition 
was hosted in England was in 2013. 

2.2 The RFL have the aspiration to make the event in 2021 the biggest and best 
ever Rugby League World Cup. In order to do this they have outlined a 
number of strategic goals:

 To be the most attended and viewed world cup ever
 To deliver a profitable tournament
 To leave a long-lasting legacy
 To increase profile and visibility for Rugby League
 To be the most digitally connected entertainment event of 2021

2.3 As part of the bidding process the Rugby League World Cup 2021 organisers 
(RLWC2021) are inviting applications from host cities to become a match 
host, team camp and training venue. 

2.4 In 2021 the competition will have 16 men’s teams, 31 games and use up to 14 
stadia. The competition will last for five weeks and for the first time it will also 
include a women’s event and a wheelchair event running in parallel with the 
men’s competition. 

2.5 The RLWC are seeking hosts who share their vision for the future of the game 
and share a commitment to growing the game.

2.6 The hosting of the event in 2021 has the support of the national government 
and it is expected that bids will be led by Local Government partners in order 
to guarantee the infrastructure investment and coordinated stakeholder 
approach to the tournament required to build a lasting legacy.

2.7 RLWC2021 believe that this competition provides a major opportunity for host 
communities to advance their public policy agendas in everything from 
sustainable living and economic growth to social cohesion and citizen health.



2.8 RLWC2021 will work with host towns and cities during the host selection 
process to identify the areas in which the tournament can have greatest 
impact for its prospective hosts and determine the contributions their public-
sector stakeholders will need to make to achieve the most valuable outcomes. 

2.9 As part of the bidding process the RLWC2021 are seeking a range of 
contributions from partners. These can include:

 Marketing support
 City and venue dressing
 Community engagement support
 Stadia agreements
 Training facilities and equipment
 Accommodation  
 Security
 Volunteering support
 Other budget relieving contributions

2.10 The closing date for applications is 31st July 2018.

3.0 Benefits Associated with the World Cup

3.1 There are a number of benefits associated with hosting a major sporting event 
such as the World Cup. The RFL hope to attract twice as many spectators as 
attended the 2013 event and it is believed that this will create a direct 
economic impact of over £70million for the event as a whole.

3.2 Every game in the 2021 tournament will be shown live on the BBC and will be 
broadcast into 115 different territories. It is expected to attract a worldwide 
audience of 150m viewers and reach over 300m on social media.

3.3 RLWC21 also state that accessibility, equality, community spirit and healthy 
living are some of the core values that make Rugby League one of the 
greatest sports to play, watch or be involved in. These values are right at the 
heart of the offer they are making to all World Cup partners and hosts. They 
can support existing social development programmes and help you get new 
ones off the ground, such as:

 Facilities legacy
 Schools programme
 Equality and accessibility
 Cultural and heritage programme
 Health Initiative
 Volunteering and skills development

3.4 Workington hosted two games in the 2013 competition. It was estimated that 
this delivered a £665,000 economic boost for the area with over 14,000 
spectators watching the two games.



4.0 The Stadium

4.1 In relation to the key Council Plan objective of ‘Improving Health and 
Wellbeing’ a priority project set out in the Council’s Business Plan 2018/19 is 
to “Improve the provision of leisure and sporting facilities working with 
partners to support future development”. The development of a new shared 
stadium would make a significant contribution to the delivery of this key 
project.

4.2 Following the approach to the Council by the sporting clubs a Project Board 
has been established with equal representation from all three parties. The 
project group is working to identify a preferred site and explore options for the 
development of a shared stadium.

4.3 To support the work of the Project Board the Council has appointed a project 
manager, established an officer steering group and is looking to procure 
external design support to develop proposals for the stadium, including a 
detailed business case for the development. Members will recall that the 
2018/19 budget included provision for a strategic priorities fund to support the 
development of detailed business cases for investment decisions aligned with 
the Council’s priorities. This funding is being utilised for the project 
development work being undertaken in relation to a new stadium.

4.4 The work being undertaken will inform the development of proposals for a new 
stadium and a business case for the proposed development which will be the 
subject of a future report to Executive and will also require the agreement of 
Workington Town and Workington Reds. 

4.5 Derwent Park Stadium in Workington hosted the RLWC in 2013 and the Four 
Nations completion in 2016. During the latter competition the venue was 
criticised publically by New Zealand Rugby League officials as not being up to 
modern international standards. 

4.6 It will be vitally important to the success of any bid that these concerns are 
addressed and therefore the Council’s current consideration of a new 
community stadium in Workington is a crucial factor in the potential success of 
the bid.

4.7 The potential for a new stadium, a shared venue for Workington Town RLFC 
and Workington Reds AFC, would meet the aspirations of RLWC 2021 in 
terms of long-lasting legacy. 

4.8 It is therefore recommended the Council bids to become a match host at the 
new stadium in Workington, with the stadium developed before the opening 
games of the competition in 2021. The proposals for the stadium will be the 
subject of a future report and separate approval process. 

 



5.0 The Bid

5.1 It is proposed that Allerdale Borough Council leads a bid to become a match 
host, team camp and training venue for the RLWC2021. The Scotland team 
were based in Workington in 2013 and in 2016 and we would seek to replicate 
the success of those tournaments once more by being a host venue.

5.2 It is believed that the socio-economic impact of bidding to host a team as well 
as a game will be greater than just that of a game, particularly in terms of 
wider community benefit programmes for example.

5.3 As highlighted earlier in this report the bid will be predicated on the 
development of a new stadium in Workington which will link in with the 
RLWC2021 aspiration to create a lasting legacy. Local professional and 
amateur clubs will then work alongside other stakeholders such as the 
University of Cumbria to create programmes aimed at:

 Increasing participation
 Improving facilities
 Increasing visitor numbers and 
 Improving the health of local people

5.4 As a potential host we will be expected to make contributions to the success 
of the events as outlined earlier in paragraph 2.9. It is also expected that 
host cities will make a financial contribution towards the event. It is 
recommended that Allerdale Borough Council underwrites a contribution of 
£80,000 in principle towards the event. 

5.5 This funding could be granted, subject to the approval of Sellafield, from the 
Sellafield Impact Investment Fund from each of the next two financial years. 

5.6 Successful bids are likely to be announced in November and the Council 
would then enter into negotiations regarding a host city agreement. That 
agreement would be brought back to the Executive for a final decision. 

6.0 Recommendations

6.1 That the following be agreed:

1. The Council submits a bid to the Rugby League World Cup 2021 to 
become a match host, team camp and training venue.

2. That a sum of £80,000 in total is allocated from the Social 
Infrastructure Investment Programme in 2019/20 and 2020/21 
(£40,000 in each year) to support the bid subject to Sellafield’s 
approval and funding being available.

3. That Members note the work being undertaken to develop proposals 
for a new shared stadium in Workington



7.0 Conclusion

7.1 The RLWC2021 will be a major sporting event and Cumbria has a fantastic 
opportunity to play a role in the success of that tournament. Previous Rugby 
League international events have demonstrated that there is a significant 
amount of socio-economic benefit to be gained from the games.

Nik Hardy
Head of Strategy, Policy and Performance

Kevin Kerrigan
Head of Place Development


